


This report is on a scientific investigation of 3 pairs of which were excavated from 

is a main part of and it could be classified with 4 types in how to produce, especially

how many the golden petal was used. In this investigation, they, 

3 pairs of from , were in 3 of 4 types and also I could find that this

result was not on the technical progress but on the ingredient of metal.

Also, In the result of ingredient assay, I could find that although they were in one pair of one

piece was made in gold and silver alloy and the other piece was made in 99.5 percent of pure Ag with

gold amalgam plating. And the another pair was getting red from others because of making in 33

percent of Ag and 77 percent of gold, high Ag content. And All pairs of have a small quantity of

Copper.

As above, although they are one pair they have the difference of how to produce and the difference of

volume and ingredient content, it means that these pairs of from were made in

pressure of time.   

From now on, if we investigate the ingredient and how to produce of in the local

comparative analysis, namely natural science method, we can find out the metal art technique and the

social aspect of the ancient times as not analogical inference but scientific basis. 

Ingredient analysis of excavated from and the characteristics
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